
 
 

 

 

 

Workshop/Seminar title: PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT WORKSHOP (ENGLISH)  

Date:22-27 MAY 2017 

Venue: BBPS TEACHER TRAINING CENTRE, PITAMPURA 

Attended by: ENGLISH FACULTY MEMBERS FROM BAL BHARATI PUBLIC SCHOOLS  

Name and profile of Resource Person:  

MS. RUCHI SEHGAL (PGT ENGLISH, SANSKRITI SCHOOL, DELHI)  

MS. RITA SEN (Ex PRINCIPAL, DPS ROHINI) 

MS NAMRATA MARKAN (PGT ENGLISH, BBPS, ROHINI) 

MR. DEEPAK NANDA (LANGUAGE SPECIALIST) 

MS. RASHIKA (PGT ENGLISH, BBPS, PITAMPURA) 

MR. V. BALA (Ex ENGLSIH TEACHER, MODERN SCHOOL) 

 MS. RINKU DEWAN (LANGUAGE SPECIALIST) 

Organizer:  BBPS TEACHER TRAINING CENTRE, PITAMPURA 

 

                                                  DAY 1(22ndMay,17) 

Session I 

Name of the Resource person: Ruchi Sehgal 

Topic: Teaching of Poetry  

 

Session I of Day 1 was conducted by Ms Ruchi Sehgal. She emphasised the importance of teaching 

Poetry with ICT. She enlightened the teachers on the adoption of various technological tools and 

sites in order to make poetry very interesting to the students. The names of some sites like 

Kahoot.it, Edpuzzle.com where teachers can create a password , download a PPT and set up 

inferential questions, to create quiz for the learners were very innovative ideas which can be 

implemented in the classrooms . The session concluded with the following strategies to make 

activity-oriented classrooms like asking students to make  a poetry blog, poetry notebook, turning 

a poetry into play, using music to teach poetry, permanent poetry board and poetry reflection 

journals.  

 

 

Session II & III 

Name of the Resource person: Rita Sen 

Topic: Activity Integrated Learning 

 

The Resource person, Rita Sen, explained  the importance of activities to enliven the grammar 

topics and worksheets in the second and third sessions. Pantomime, pictorial communication can 

be used to enhance the writing and speaking skills. The creativity of the students is also unleashed 

in the process. The class must  be made interactive and the world has to be brought in the 

classroom. The handouts on Web charts , Flowcharts and Google maps were very effective and 

enriching for the teachers. 



 

                                                                               

                                                                                                                        

                                                 

DAY 2(23 rdMay,17) 

 

Session I 

 

Name of the Resource person: Namrata Markan 

Topic: Assessment and Reality Check List of classroom constraints 

An interactive session helped the teachers to list the common constraints and concerns and how to 

overcome them . The teachers were guided to maintain records of a month long research to 

improve their teaching strategies and introduction of e- reading in the class. 

 

Session II 

 

Name of the Resource person: Deepak Nanda 

Topic: Phonetics Phonology 

 

The session highlighted the importance of pronunciation and the role of English teachers to 

neutralize the impact of mother tongue of the students. Some issues addressed were the ethics of 

teaching pronunciation, recent and current demands of  teaching English in a global context , 

common difficulties faced while speaking for example the speed. The teachers were advised to 

spend ten minutes per week to correct the pronunciation by employing some interesting games 

like Rubber band game, homophone dictation, contrastive stress calls were very interesting and 

effective. 

 

Session III 

 

Name of the Resource person: Rashika  

Topic: Teaching of Novel 

 

The resource person suggested the teachers to motivate the students  to read, speak and think 

critically and analytically. The teachers have to ensure that students move on to their journey of 

imagination by beginning the class with a provocative or bold statement .  

                                               

 

DAY 3(24thMay,17) 

Session I 

 

Name of the Resource person: Namrata Markan 

Topic: Assessment and Reality Check List of classroom constraints 

 

In the first session on the third day of the training programme  the Resource person, Namrata 

Markan  suggested the English teachers to connect with the students and accept the classroom 

constraints. The teachers have to encourage independent learning and plan the lessons 

beforehand. The chapters can be converted to worksheets and use theater as a form of teaching if 

language lab is not there.  

 

Session II 

 

Name of the Resource person: Deepak Nanda 

Topic: Innovative Approaches to teaching pronunciation 

 

The Resource person Deepak Nanda introduced Corpus Linguistics which is an applied linguistic 



 

 approach that has become one of the dominant methods used to analyse the language today. One 

theory about how English genres vary is that fiction is supposed to be more like speech than news 

or academic writing. The hand outs were very useful depicting the different meaning of  phrases 

in English query like ‘pass out’,  ‘bachelor’ and ‘spinster’. 

 

 

Session III 

 

Name of the Resource person: Rashika 

Topic: Reading of a Novel 

 

The third session commenced with an explanation by the resource person how a novel is different 

from other genres. Activities to do before/during/after reading the novel included the Roundtable, 

Silent conversation, Timeline , Oprah book club and many other interesting and innovative 

strategies. The four different conflicts in Literature were also enumerated which are as follows: 

1. Man versus Man/Woman 

 

2. Man versus Nature 

3. Man versus Beast 

4. Man versus Supernatural 

                                                

DAY 4(25thMay,17) 

Session I 

 

Name of the Resource person: V. Bala 

Topic: Teaching of Grammar 

 

The first session was conducted by V. Bala who enlightened the teachers about the three Ps 

of teaching like Passion, Patience and Preparation. The teachers should update with the 

latest spellings in dictionary. They should collect errors and correct later. The session 

enabled the teachers to relearn and unlearn some common errors in the usage of 

grammatical words and expressions.  

 

Session II 

 

Name of the Resource person: Deepak Nanda 

Topic: Corpus Linguistics 

 

The resource person, Deepak Nanda emphasized that English is the most flexible and a 

vacuum cleaner language. A list of new English words to enrich the vocabulary were given 

like stuffocation, share washing and others. The different usages of the newly coined words 

were given in the form of handouts. 

 

Session III 

 

Name of the Resource person: Rinku Dewan 

Topic: Writing Support- Format and style 

 

The  strategies to motivate the writing skills of students were discussed and explained by 

Rinku Dewan in the third session. The teachers should explain the different types of 

writing styles for example, Expository, Descriptive, Narrative and Persuasive to the 

students. The teachers have to make them critical readers. They have to think from the 

perspective of the reader while writing. Some interesting strategies to teach writing skills  

 



 

include using AIDA( attention, interest, desire and action ) formula, vocabulary, grammar, 

spellings and punctuation. The students have to do proof reading after writing. 

 

 

                                                             DAY 5(26thMay,17) 

Session I 

Name of the Resource person: V. Bala 

Topic: Teaching of Grammar 

 

The common errors students make in Grammar were discussed in the first session. Finite 

and Infinite verbs, Phrases and  Clauses,  Reported Speech were explained in detail and the 

simplest way how students can be taught were emphasized.  

 

Session II 

Name of the Resource person: Deepak Nanda 

Topic: Teaching Language through Short Stories 

 

 The five essential elements of a story were discussed and 17 genres were explained in 

detail. The different types of characters, conflicts and how to write a fractured fairy tale 

were very interesting and innovative. 

 

Session III 

Name of the Resource person: Rinku Dewan 

Topic: Teachers as Effective Communicators 

 

The session was on self- introspection. The teachers should have a positive attitude. If 

teachers get a feedback and active listeners, then they are good communicators. To be an 

effective communicator, teachers have to reach their student’s hearts. The ten 

commandments for effective communication  and active listening techniques were also 

discussed. 

 

DAY 6 (27thMay,17) 

Session I 

Name of the Resource person: V. Bala 

Topic: Teaching of Grammar 

 

In the first session the Resource person , V. Bala  dealt with Adverb, Adjective and Noun 

Clauses and explained how they can be taught in the simplest way. Conversion of sentences 

and the errors made by the students were discussed. Hand-outs were also given consisting 

of exercises which can be used as assignment for students. 

 

            Session II 

Name of the Resource person: Deepak Nanda 

Topic: Teaching Sentence structure 

 

In the second session , Deepak Nanda discussed the  structure of sentences for example, 

Fronting, Delaying and Inversions. Information Packaging and Word – Formation were 

two useful outcomes learnt from the session. 

 

             Session III 

Name of the Resource person: Rashika 

Topic: Teaching of Novel 

 

The concluding session on the final day ended with a short movie presentation, “Teddy”  



 

 

which depicted a teacher’s role in making a difference in a student’s life and vice-versa.  A 

power-point presentation by a participant  on how a novel can be taught  was interesting 

and enriching. 

 

 

        Learning outcomes (Knowledge and Information) from the workshop/Seminar 

 To have activity oriented teaching-learning process 

 Using various sites to teach poetry 

 Vocabulary building exercises 

 Encouraging critical analysis in teaching novel 

 To use innovative worksheets 

 Different pronunciation activities 

 Creating a congenial atmosphere to make novel reading more interesting 

 

     

  The  topics or aspects of the workshop/Seminar we found most interesting or useful and can         

be applied to the classroom teaching 

 Use of Google Classroom and Kahoot for teaching poetry through ICT 

 Use of rubber band and ‘homophone dictation’ for correct pronunciation 

 To devote  a period per week to teach vocabulary to students 

 Use of PPT and other activities to make novel reading more effective 

 Common errors in English Grammar. 

 We can be tech-savvy and use various websites to teach poetry to students 

 We can turn poem into illustrations, create poetry board and create poetry tree in classroom. 

 We can provide vocabulary worksheets and introduce word cards. 

 For teaching a novel, we can create a ‘Mandala’ with many levels to connect different aspects of 

a book. We can also host a talkshow and students can play the host, author and characters of the 

novel. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Report submitted by 

Ms. Nandini Bhattacharya (TGT ENGLISH) 

Bal Bharati Public School, Noida 

28 May 2017 

 

 

 

GLIMPSES FROM THE WORKSHOP 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

*We all need someone who inspires us to do better than we know how* 


